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Abstract. We investigated the source mechanism of the 1975 Kalapana, Hawaii, earthquake
(Ms= 7.2) by modeling the tsunamis observed at three tide-gauge stations, Hilo, Kahului, and
Honolulu. We computed synthetic tsunamis for various fault models. The arrival times and the
amplitudes of the synthetic tsunamis computed for Ando's fault model (fault length= 40 km, fault
width= 20 km, strike= N70°E, dip= 20°SE, rake= -90°, fault depth= 10 km, and slip= 5.6 m)
are - 10 min earlier and 5 times smaller than those of the observed, respectively. We tested fault
models with different dip angles and depths. Models with a northwest dip direction yield larger
tsunami amplitudes than those with a southeast dip direction. Models with shallower fault depths
produce later first arrivals than deeper models. We also considered the effects of the Hilina fault
system, but its contribution to tsunami excitation is insignificant. This suggests that another
mechanism is required to explain the tsunamis. One plausible model is a propagating slump
model w ith a l m subsidence along the coast and a 1 m uplift offshore. This model can explain
the arrival times and the amplitudes of the observed tsunamis satisfactorily. An alternative model
is a wider fault model that dips l 0 °NW, with its fault plane extending 25 km offshore, well beyond
the aftershock area of the Kalapana earthquake. These two models produce a similar uplift
pattern offshore and, kinematically, are indistinguishable as far as tsunami excitation is concerned.
The total volume of displaced water is estimated to be ~2.5 km 3 . From the comparison of slump
model and the single-force model suggested earlier from seismological data we prefer a
combination of faulting and large-scale slumping on the south flank of Kilauea volcano as the most
appropriate model for the 1975 Kalapana earthquake. Two basic mechanisms have been
presented for explaining the deformation of the south flank of Kilauea: ( l) pressure and density
variation along the rift zone caused by magma injection and (2) gravitational instability due to the
steep topography of the south flank of Kilauea. In either mechanism, large displacements on the
south flank are involved that are responsible for the observed large tsu namis.

1. Introduction
The 1975 Kalapana, Hawaii, earthquake (M s = 7.2) is the
largest Hawaiian earthquake instrumentally recorded.
It
occurred at 04 47:30 Hawaiian Standard Time (14 47:30 gmt) on
November 29, 1975 [Tilling et al.. 1976], and the location given
by Hawaiian Volcano Observatory tHVO) is at I 9°20'N,
J 55°02' W and a depth of 5-7 km (Figure 1a). This earthquake
affected most of the south flank of Kilauea volcano between the
southwest rift zone and the east rift zone (Figure I b) and was
accompanied by large tsunamis that caused significant damage.
The tsunamis were observed at several locations along the coast.
A severe tsunami reached a maximum height of 14.6 m at Halape
beach (Figure lb), where two campers were killed. Similar
large earthquakes accompanied by tsunamis previously occurred
in this region of the island in 1868 and 1823.
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Several studies have been made to determine the mechanism
of the 1975 Kalapana earthquake using seismic, aftershock.
geodetic. and tsunami data. From the analysis of seismic waves,
tsunami_ and crustal deformation data, Ando [1979] obtained a·
normal-fault mechanism for this earthquake with strike= N70°E:
dip= 20°SE; fault length = 40 km: width = 20-30 km: depth = I 0
km: slip = 5.5-3.7 m. Furumoto and Kovach {1979], using
teleseismic and local seismic data, obtained an overthrust
mechanism with a dip of 4°NW and a strike of N64°E . These
solutions are shown in Figure I c. Crosson and Endo [ 1982]
made extensive studies of south flank earthquakes, suggested a
decoupling layer that is the old oceanic sediment layer at the base
of the volcanic pile on the south flank of Kilauea, and proposed a
mechanical model for south flank deformation that involves slip
motion occurring on top of the old oceanic crust. These
seismological studies suggested that the Kalapana earthquake
occurred on a nearly horizontal fault plane at a depth of 7-9 km.
although the dip angle of this plane differed among different
investigators. Wyss and Kovach [1988] argued for a nearly
horizontal thrust faulting mechanism with secondary normal
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Figure 1. (a) The epicenter (star) and the fault plane of the 1975 Kalapana earthquake and three tide-g11uge
stations (triangle). The bathymetry around the Hawaiian Islands is shown by contour lines with intervals of 1000
m. (b) Kilauea (K), east rift zone (ERZ), southwest ritl zone (SWRZ), and the Hilina fault system. (c) The
focal mechanism (equal-area projection of the lower focal hemisphere) of .the 1975 Kalapana earthquake
determined by Ando [I 979] and Furumoto and Kovach [ 1979]. The shaded and open areas represent compression
and dilatation. respectively.

faulting that may have involved gravitational slumping. More
recently, Bryan and Johnson [1991] analyzed the mechanisms of
earthquakes on the island of Hawaii from l 986 to 1989 and
suggested that Kilauea's south flank is mobile and moving
seaward.
The vertical displacement associated with the 1975 Kalapana

155°30'

earthquake was reported by Lipman et a/. [ 1985] (Figure 2).
The maximum displacement occurred at Halape with subsidence
of 3.5 m. The amounr of subsidence along the south flank of
Kilauea decreases abruptly to the west of Halape and more
gradually to the east. The horizontal extensions observed by
Lipman el al. (1985] show a steadily increasing trend seaward
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Figure 2. The vertical displacement associated with the 1975 Kalapana earthquake [after Lipman er al., 1985] and
the cross section line AA'. The contour lines indi cate the uplift (positive) and subsidence (negative) in meters
(simplified from Lipman et al. JI 985]). A ' A" extends the cross-section line of AA· to offshore with the same
di stance.
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over the south flank (Figure 3) and ground cracks along the 25
km of the Hilina fault system. The subaerial horizontal
displacement increased from I m near the summit of Kilauea to 8
m at the coast. The maximum horizontal displacement occurred
in the same area of the south flank as the maximum subsidence.
Considering the average subsidence and seaward displacement,
they estimated that the total volume of deformation is - 2 km3.
Swanson et al. [1976] noted that the entire south tlank of Kilauea
is mobile and has undergone extensions of several meters in the
century prior to the 1975 Kalapana earthquake. More recently,
Owen et al. [1995] concluded from Global Positioning System
(GPS) measurements that the rapid deformation of the south flank
can be explained by slip on a low-angle fault beneath the south
flank combined with dilation deep within the Kilauea's rift
system.
Swanson et al. (1976], Dvorak et al. [1986, 1994], and Dvorak
[1994] proposed that the magma system beneath Kilauea
volcanoes must have pushed the south flank seaward. Denlinger
and Okubo [1995) considered the geological structure. seismicity,
and deformation of the south flank of Kilauea and suggested that
the structure of the mobile south flank is probably associated with
a magma system at a depth below 4 km. which pushes a wedgeshaped portion of the south flank seaward on the decollement.
The decollement begins with the 7 to I 0 km deep band of
seismicity bordering the east rift zone and Koae fault system.
They suggested the association of a localized offshore
topographic bench, 30-50 km from shore and 5 km below sea
level, with the decollement structure. They also suggested that
the magma pressure in the wedge-shaped portion of south flank
of Kilauea is an important driving mechanism of the slump on the
decollement. This result suggests that the slumping induced by
the magma intrusion is the most important factor for producing
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large tsunamis. According to this result. if the south flank fails
in a more catastrophic landslide, it will yield even larger tsunamis
than those generated by the 1975 Kalapana earthquake.
The 1975 Kalapana earthquake exhibited a somewhat peculiar
radiation of long-period surface waves. On the basis of the
radiation pattern of Love waves, Eissler and Kanamori [1987]
proposed a near-horizontal single-force mechanism that
represents slumping. The single force is oriented opposite to the
direction of the inferred slumping on the sotJth tlank of Kilauea
volcano. However, Kawakatsu [1989) showed that the overall
radiation patterns of fundamental and overtone surface waves can
be explained with a fault model (i.e., double couple).
Now it is generally agreed that the 1975 Kalapana earthquake
involved large horizontal displacement on a nearly horizontal
decollement at a depth of 7-9 km on the south flank of Kilauea.
However, the extent, the magnitude, and the timescale of the
displacement offshore are still uncertain because of the lack of
geodetic data. It is essential to understand the nature of the
deformation field offshore for a better understanding of the
mechanism of deformation of the south flank of Kilauea. In this
paper we model the tsunami data observed in Hawaii to gain
further constraints on the mechanism of this earthquake. The
tsunamis excited by this earthquake were wel! recorded at several
tide-gauge stations around the Hawaiian Islands. Tsunami data
provide useful constraints on crustal deformation in the offshore
area and complement the geodetic data. which are limited to
onshore areas.
We will show that an average vertical displacement of - 1 m
over an offshore area of - 2800 km2 is necessary to explain the
tsunamis. This uplift can be most easily explained by a largescale seaward extension of the horizontal slip on the onshore
decollement.
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Figure 3. The horizontal displacement associated with the 1975 Kalapana earthquake (simplified from Lipman et
al II 985]).
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2. Tsunami

2.2. Method

Ts unamis from the 1975 Kalapana ~arthquake have been
studied by several investigators. Hatori [1976), using a ts unami
ray-tracing method, estim11ted th~- possible tsunami-generating
area to be 2200 km2 where an average uplift of 1 m occurred.
Ando [1979] computed a synthetic tsunami at Hilo tide station for
his seismic fault model. His synthetics have amplitudes too
Here we
small -compared with the observed amplitudes.
investiga~e the three tide gauge recprds observed at Hilo.
Hono lulu, and Kahului (Fig ure la) to determine the seafl oor
deformation that is responsible for the tsunami s and the poss ible
mechanism of the 1975 Kalapana earthquake,

t sunami modeling has been done by many investigators. For
example, Aida [1969) performed numerical moqeling to study
tsunamis caused by the 1964 N iigata and 1968 Tokachi-Oki
earthquakes.
The computed tsunami waveforms were in
satisfactory agreement with those observed at tide-gauge stations.
Hwang et al. [ 1970, I 972a, b) simulated the tsunamis caused by
the 1964 Alaskan, the 1960 Chilean, and the 1957 Andreanof
Islands earthquakes . They developed a numerical model for
generation and transoceanic propagation of tsunamis using
hydrodynamic equations in a spherical coordinate system. Aida
[1 978) showed that most tsunami s can be approximately
explained with seismic fault mode ls. Recent studies by Satak.e
[19 87, 1989] showed that the slip distributi on on the faul t plane
of large submarine earthquakes can be determined by inversion of
tsunami waveforms. Ma et al. [199 1a, b] determined the
vertical seafloor deformation associated with the 1989 Lorna
Prieta, California, and the 1906 San Franc isco. California,
earthquakes from tsunami data obtained at nearby tide-gauge
stations. Recently, the tsunami modeling technique has been·
ex ten s i v~ly applied to determine the space and temporal
variations of sli p of important tsunamigenic and tsµnami
earthquakes [Johnson and Satake. 1996; Tanioka and Satake.
1996; Johnson and Satake, 1997]. A useful review of this
subject is given by Geist [ 1997).
We take a Cartesian coordinate system (x. y . z) with the z axis
oriented vertically. Then the basic eq uations of motion for
tsunam i computation are g iven by

2.1. Data
Figure 4a shows the tsunami records at three tide gatige
stations. Hilo, Honolulu. and Kahului, taken from Cox [1980].
According to the gauge-time corrections determined by Cox
[ 1980] by checking the clocks o n the day before and after the
earthquake the average timing errors were O. -0.5, and 6.5 min for
Hilo, Honolulu, and Kahului, respectively. The positi ve and
negati ve signs indicate the advance and delay of the tide. gauge
clocks. r~spectively. Applying the gauge-time corrections to the
tide-gauge records, we digitized the records fo r 1.5 hours starting
froin the origin time of the earthquake and dctrended them.
Fig ure 4b s hows the time-corrected detrended records.
Although the records show some background noise. we can
iden ti fy th e distinct upward first arrivals as indicated on Figure
4h. The first arrivals thus identified at H ilo. Hon olulu, and
Kahului are at 23, 48, · and 49 min after the origi n time of lhe
earthquake, n;:spectively, with an error of - 2 miri. The peak to
peak amplitudes are --180, 15, and 85 cm at Hilo , Honolulu, and
Kahului, respecti vely.
·
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F igure 4, (a) Tsunamis record ed on the tide gauges at Hilo. Honolulu, and Kahului .
records for 90 min starting from the origin time. Arrows indicate the onset of tsunami .

(b) Oetrended tsunami
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where u and v are the x and y components of velocity. H is the
water level relati ve to still water.f is the Coriolis parameter. g is
the acceleration of gravity, 'l is the bottom di splacement, r is the
coefficient of bottom friction. and D is the water depth. The
Coriolis force may become important for trans-Pacific tsunamis
but can be ignored for tsunamis traveling short distances, ahd the
bottom friction can be also ignored for tsunamis traveling a deep
sea such as is considered in this study. If the amplitude of a
tsunami is small co1npared to the water depth, the advection terms
UOu I t3x
VOu I Oy
uiV I
I Oy tan also be
neglected so that the equations of motion become linear [Murty.
1977) and can be written as
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The phase velocity c of a small-amplitude or linear g ravity
wave is given by [lamb, 1932)

c=

JCg l k) tanh(k.D). = J <g.:U2Tr)tanh(2JrD / A.)

{3)

where k is the wavenumber and /... is the wavelength. If DIA. is
small, the longwave approximation holds. and (3) gives c= '1.gD .
ff DIA. is larger th(l.n 0.3. (3) gives c= '1. gJ. 12JT . resulting in
dispersion. This corresponds to the deepwater or shortwave
approximation. Since the amplitudes of the o bserved tsunami s
investigated in this study. - 1 m. are much smaller than the water
depth, - 103 m, and the wavelength of the tsunami is much larger
than the water depth, the longwave approximation is val id and the
associated error is less than several percent.
We introduce x and y components of vertically averaged flow
rates, Qx and Qy. by integrating the velocity vertically from the
bottom to the surface. Then (2) can be written as

(4)
and the continuity equation is

t3H

a
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--- --

ax

0'

few minutes, we cah assume that the water surface is uplifted in
exactly the sam~ way as .the seafloor. We use the instantaneous
change of the uplift of the water surface as the initial coi1dition
for tsunami computation. If the source duration is much longer
tnan several minutes, only part of the seafloor deformation
contributes to tsunami excitation.

3. Alldo's Fault Model
We first computed tsunamis us ing the fault model determined
by Ando [1979]. Figure 5 shows the vertical component of
crustal deformation computed for Ando's fau lt model to be used
as the initial condition. The maximum uplift of the seafloor is
- 50 cm, and the maximum subsidence onshore is - 150 cm. We
call the area on the seafloor where the vertical displacement is
larger than 5 cm the tsunami source area. The average uplift
over the tsunami source area Is - 20 cm.
To investigate the conttibution of the seatloor deformation to
the observed tsunamis. we computed an inverse traveltime
diagram using a finite difference method. We put a source at the
three tide-gauge stations, Hilo, Honoluh.1, and Kahului, and
propagated tsunamis backward into the ocean. rigure 6 .shows
the inverse travel time isochrons near the source area at every
minute from 20 to 25, 45 to 50, and 40 to 50 min for Hilo.
Honolulu. and Kahului tide-gauge stations, respectively. The
isochrons for Hilo, Honolulu. and Kahului intersect at 24. 49, and
48 min. respectively, which are close to the tsunami arrival times
at each station. Hereafter, we call these isochrons the onset-time
isochrons. The 0 cm contour line for the vertical crustal
deformation cal1sed by the fau lt modei. shown in Figure 5. is
located significantly offshore of the intersection of the onset-time
isochrons. Since the beginning of the tsunami is caµsed by the
seatloor deformation near the 0 cm contour. this result indicates
that the first arrivals of the synthetic tsunamis computed for
Ando's fault model would be too early compared with the
observed arrivals.
Figure 7 compares the synthet ic tsunamis computed for Ando's
[1979) fault model with the observed tsunamis. As in most
tsunami modeling studies, we compare mainly the first cycles.
The later part of the records are usually contaminated by waves
reflected from the shore near the tide-gauge station. The

(5)

We used a finite difference method [Aida, 1978] to solve (4)
and (5) for the actual bathymetry near the Hawaiian Islands.
The area for tsunami computation, 5° x5°. is shown in Figure la.
The grid spacing for the finite difference computation is 1 min.
which is - 1.76 and 1.85 kni in the x and y directions. respectively.
We chose the grid spacing to be less than one eighth of the source
size to prevent numerical dispersion [Satake. 1987). The total
number of grid points is 90,000. We chose the time step in the
computation to be 2 s to satisfy the stabiliti condition for finite
di fference methods [A ida, 1969). The water depths at the cidegaugc stations arc 20 m for Honolulu. 10 m for Hilo, and 64 m
for Kanului.
The propagation velocity of tsunami is much smaller than that
of any kind of seismic waves or rupture velocity of the fau lt.
Kajiura [ 1970] discussed the energy exchange between the
seafloor and the water using a longwave approximation and
showed that if the deformation is completed in less than several
minutes, it can be treated as an instantaneous change. Thus, if
the source-process time of the Kalapana earthquake is less than a
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Figure 5. Vertical crustal deformation in centermeters for Ando's
fault model.
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cm. this resu lt suggests that an average of -1 m upliil o ver the

20°

tsunami source area would be required to explain the observed
amplitudes.

4. Comparison With Geodetic Data

19°
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Fig ure 6. Inverse travel time isochrons. The solid. dash-doted.
and dashed curves ·indicate the tsunam i wave fronts at every
minute from 20 to 25. 45 to 5, and 40 to 50 mi n for l-l ilo.
Honolulu, and Kahului stations, respectively. The bold curves
indicate the onset-time isochrons. The asterisk indicates the
epicenter of the earthquake. The shaded area represents the fault
plane.
·
synthetics are too early in arrival time. as we expected. and too
small in amplitude compared with the observed. Since the
record at Kahului has a large long-period background noise, the
beginning is somewhat ambiguous, but the arrival time of the first
peak of the synthetic is earlier than that of the o bserved. The
fir st arrival times of the synthetics are - l 0 min too early. and the
peak to peak amplitudes of the synthetics are about one fifth of
the observed. Since the average u pli ft for Ando's model is - 20

Si nce the o bserved tsunami cou ld not be simply explained by
Ando's fault model, we considered the vertical displacements
determ ined by geodetic surveys onshore [Lipman et al., 1985,
Figure 2] to coristrain the fault models. We compared the vertical
ground deform ation on land from various fault models with
d iffere nt dip ang les and fault depths to the observed geodet ic data.
Then we computed tsunam is for those fault models and compared
them with the. observed.
Figure 8 shows the displacement along the profile AA' passing
through Halape as shown in Figure 2. The first trough of the
displacement profil e to the north is near the summ it of Kilauea
vo lcano. The steep gradient near A ' is located near the Hilina
fau lt system and is probably caused by displacement on it. The
segment A'A" in Figure 8 covers the offshore ar~ . From the
comparison of the tsunami amplitudes for Ando's fault model
with the observed we suggested earlier that an average
displacement of 1 m offshore is required to explain ihe observed
tsunamis. This average is indicated in Fig1.1re 8.
The dip angle of the fault model of the 1975 Kalapana
earthquake is not very well determined. Ando's [1979] solution
is a normal fault dipping 20°SE. while Furumoto and Kovach's
( 1979] solution is a thrust fault dipp ing 4°NW (Figure I c).
Given this uncertainty, we computed the vertical crustal
deformation profi les alo ng AA" for fault models with dip angles
of 20°SE (Ando's [1 979] model). 10°SE. 0°. 4°NW (Furumoto
and Kovach's [1979] model) and I0°NW. The results are shown
in figure 8. The fault parameters for these models. other than
the dip angle. are the same as in Ando's model with a fau lt sli p of
5.5 m. As the dip direction changes from SE to NW, the amount
of subsidence onsho re decreases, but the amount of uplift
offshore increases.
The model dipping 20°SE yields a
maximum subsidence of - 170 cm and a maximum uplift of only
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respectively.

50 cm.
In contrast. the model dipping 10°NW yields a
maximum subsidence of 80 cm and a maximum uplift of-150 cm
offshore. Except for the steep gradient inland near Kilauea
summit and in the Hilina fault system the trend of the subsidence
profiles inland for these fault models is similar to that of the
observed. Although the large subsidence near the coast could be
modeled by increasing the displacement on the fault, a fault
displacement much larger than 5.5 m, which was taken from
Ando's model and used in this computation, would be
incompatible with the amount of subsidence onshore.
To see the contribution of the vertical deformation offshore of
these fault models to tsunamis, we computed synthetic tsunamis
for these fault models: the results are shown in Figure 9 in
comparison with the observed (the result for Ando's model is
shown in Figure 7). As expected, the synthetic tsunamis for the
model dipping 10°NW yield the largest amplitudes.
The
amplitude for this fault model is similar to that observed at
Honolulu but still too small at the other two stations. We
computed the amplitude ratios of the first cycle of the synthetic to
the observed for each station and averaged them. The average
ratios, shown in Figure I 0, are ~0.16, 0.28, 0.45. 0.55 and 0.66
for the models with dip angles of 20°SE, l0°SE, 0°. 4°NW and
10°NW, respectively.
We next examine the effect of the depth of faulting on tsunami
excitation. The estimated depth of the fault ranges from 6 to 9
km. We computed the vertical crustal deformation for fault
models with the upper edge at depths of d = 3, 5, 7, and I0 km
and dip angles of I 0°SE, 0°, and I0°NW. Figures 11 a, 11 b, and
I l c show the vertical crustal deformation profiles along AA" for
these models. The fault models with shallower depths yield
more localized patterns of subsidence and uplift regardless of the
dip angle. Figures 12a, 12b and l 2c show the synthetic

tsunamis for the models with d = 3 km and dip directions of
l 0°SE, 0°, and I0°NW, respectively. The synthetics for d = 3
km are similar to those for the corresponding model with d = I0
km (Figure 9). The amplitude ratios for d = 3 km are slightly,
smaller than those ford = 10 km (Figure IO}, but the shallow
models yield later arrivals of the tsunamis because the area of the
uplift offshore for shallow models occurs farther from the tidegauge stations than that for deep models. Since the strike of the
fault does not affect the pattern of the vertical crustal deformation,
we did not test the faul t models with different strikes.
Previous studies show that the largest dip angle of the fault
model for the 1975 Kalapana earthquake dipping NW is 4°NW
[Furumoto and Kovach. 1979], and the shallowest fault depth is 6
km [ltyss and Kovach, 1988]. The distribution of earthquakes
beneath the south flank recently determined by Denlinger and
Okubo [19951 clearly delineates an almost horizontal plane at a
depth of 7-10 km [Denlinger and Okubo, 1995, Figure 5]. A
very precise determination by Got et al. [ 1994] suggests a dip
angle of 6°±4°NW, but it represents a local area near the upper
south flank, and the average dip in the south flank is considerably
smaller than this. Considering the surface topography of the
south flank of Kilauea, the depth and the dip angle of the slip
plane defined by seismicity is deeper than 6 km and smaller than
a few degrees (NW). Figure I 0 shows that the amplitude ratio is
still - 0.5 even for a model with a dip of 4°NW, and the arrivals of
the synthetics are still too early (Figure 12) even for a very
shallow fault model (d = 3 km}. Thus we conclude that an
earthquake fault model with a width of 20 km alone might not be
able to explain the observed tsunamis.
We also note that the steep gradient of subsidence near the
coast on the profile AA' (Figure 8) cannot be explained by
earthquake fault models. Since this subsidence can be important
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for understanding the origin of the observed tsunamis, we next
consider the displacement on the Hilina fault system.
The steep gradient of subsidence near the coast is probably due
to the slip on the Hilina fault system. The Hilina fault system is
characterized by south facing normal fault scarps as high as 500
m.
Surface breaks occurred during the 1975 Kalapana
earthquake extending -25 km along the trend of the Hilina fault
system, and the individual faults produced a vertical displacement
of as much as 1.5 m [Lipman et al., 1985].
The trace of the Hilina fault system is well defined, -40 km
long and 5 km wide, with a strike of about N60' E and a dip of
-60°-80°SE [Lipman et al., 1985]. Although the depth extent of
faulting associated with the 1975 Kalapana earthquake is not
known, this geometry would yield the steep gradient seen in the
observed vertical displacement near the coast. For example, if
we add a Hilina fault model with a displacement of 3. 7 m
(strike= N60° E and dip = 70° SE), a fault area of 40 km (length)
x 5 km (down dip width), and an upper edge of the fault at 3.5 km
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to the main fault model dipping 10°SE at depth of 3 km, we can
explain the overall pattern of the profile AA' as shown in Figure
13. This solution is nonunique since other models could be
obtained by adjusting the amount of slip and the depth of the
upper edge of the fault. However, the synthetic tsunami from
the Hilina fault system model contributes insignificantly to the
overall tsunami excitation, as shown in Figure 14.

5. Slump Model
From the results of various studies mentioned above it seems
reasonable to assume an essentially horizontal slip plane at a
From the magnitude of the geodetic
depth of - I 0 km.
deformation the average slip on this plane is estimated to be -5 m.
As shown in Figures 9 and 10, this model explains only about
half the observed tsunami amplitudes. This discrepancy was
One might conclude that
already noted by Ando [1979}.
considering all the uncertainties in the tide-gauge data and the
limitations in tsunami waveform computations (e.g., reflections
from the coast are ignored.), this discrepancy is not significant.
However, although it is difficult to assess the real uncertainties in
tsunami modeling, considering the many successful modeling
studies of the first-motion waveforms of tide gauge data
[Imamura et al., 1993, 1995; Johnson et al., 1996; Johnson and
Satake. 1997], we feel that it is worthwhile to try to explain this
discrepancy by modifying the conventional dislocation models.
To remove the discrepancy between the observed and computed
tsunami shown in Figure 9, some additional uplift of the seatloor
is required. Although we cannot determine this source uniquely,
we first invoke a slump feature on the seafloor.
Lipman et al. [1985] showed that the onshore extensional
ground deformation related to the 1975 earthquake and associated
normal faults were as much as 3.5 m vertically and 8 m
horizontally. The maximum horizontal displacement occurred
in the 5ame area of south flank as the maximum subsidence

(Figures 2 and 3 ). Combining these observations with the
asymmetry of the deformation (the gradient of subsidence along
the south flank of Kilauea decreases more rapidly west of Halape
than east), they suggested that the initial earthquake triggered a
sequence of deformation tbat migrated westward along the Hilina
fault system. The ratio of horizontal to vertical displacement
associated with the 1975 Kalapana earthquake suggests a
gravitational slump. Lipman et al. [ 1985] also observed new
ground breakages in the Hilina fault system, as much as I m
along the southwestern part but minimal along the eastern part of
the Hilina fault system; none was found near the epicenter.
Widening of many cracks occurred within the Hilina fault system,
which indicated significant horizontal extensi on. The patterns
of ground breakage along the Hilina fault system and the leveling
contours showing the maximum gradients of subsidence in the
same area also offer convincing evidence that much of the
earthquake-related deformation involved seaward gravitational
slumping or block sliding.
As mentioned earlier, the beginnings of the upward motion are·
at - 23. 48, and 49 min after the origin time at Hilo. Hono lulu,
and Kahului, respectively. Hence, if slumping occurred at the
same time (within a minute or so) as the earthquake, the slump
source must be located near the point where the corresponding
isochrons (Figure 6) come close to each other. Considering the
large subsidence along the Halape coast (Figure 2), we
constructed a propagating slump model with subsidence in the
coastal area as shown in Figure 15a. We divided the large
source area shown in Figure l 5a into 12 blocks, each block
having an area of 9x9 min. We assume a I m coseismic
subsidence in the three blocks along the coast and a I m uplift in
the remaining 9 blocks (-2500 km2) with delays shown in
Figures. The amount of subsidence was determined from the
average subsidence along the coast. We estimated the time
delays for each block of the propagating uplift from the isochrons
shown in Figure 6. Figure 16a shows the synthetic tsunamis
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computed for the slump model. As shown in Figure 16b, the
model , which consists of faulting on a horizontal plane at a depth
of I 0 km. a Hilin a fault model, and a slumping, explains the ·
arri val times of the distinct upward motions. amplitudes. and
From the
· periods of the observed tsunamis satisfactorily.
uplifted area of the slump source we estimate lhe volume of
displaced water to be -2.5 km3. Although the model is not
unique, the pattern of subsidence and propagating uplitl shown in
Figure I 5a is a reasonable model fo r a rotational slumping, as
shown in Figure 17.
The volume of the displaced water, 2.5 km3, we obtained is
comparable to the estimates of Hatori (I 976] and Lipman et al.
[1985]. Chadwick et al. [1 993] used the multibeam sonar and
improved satellite navigation systems to obtain the detai led
bathymetric map for the submarine fl anks of the active volcanoes
of Hawaii. The area obtained in our study, 2500 km2, is close to
the size of offshore bench, 2800 km2. in their modern
bathymetric data [Denlinger and Okubo, 1995).

6. Wide Fault Model
The fault models used above a ll have a width of20 km, which.
is chosen to be compatible with the extent of the aft ershock area.
However, if we extend the fault plane seaward toward the toe of
the south tlank slope, well beyond the aftershock area, we can
produce larger uplift, which can contribute to tsunami excitation.
We investigate this mode l in the following. ·
We consider a wide fault mode l with a width of 40 km with a
dip angle of - I 0°NW and 5.5 m slip on the fault shown in Figure
18.
This model is suggested by R.S.Crosson (perso nal
The fau lt plane is placed o n the
communication, 1994).
boundary between the oceanic crust and the layer consisting of
the volcanic material. Although the dip angle of this boundary
is - 5°NW. we used a fault model with a d ip angle of 10°NW for
modeling purposes because the topographic slope of 5°SE would
contribute to additional uplift. As shown in Figure I 5b, the
vertical displacement field for the w ide fa ult model produces an
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d ata and the l\mitations in tsunami waveform computations. the
d iscrepancy between lhe synthetics and observed is not
significant. Minor modifications of the wide fault model would
improve the fit. Thus, if we extend the fault plane nearly 25 km
offshore, well beyond the aftershock area, we can exp la in the
observed tsunami without invok ing a sl umping offshore. In
other word s. the wide fau lt mode l an d the slump model are
ki nematically simi lar as far as tsunami generation is concerned.
Here we prefer the slump model because it is more compatible
with the absence of the aftershocks offshore and the deformation
pattern in the coastal area described by Lipman et al. [1 985 ].
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Fig ure 13. Comparison of the vertical deformation for a
composite fault model with the observed. The composite model
consists of a fau lt with a dip angle of I 0°SE and a depth of 3 km
and the Hilina fault.

average uplift of - 80 cm over an area of - 2400 km2, which is
similar to that fo r the slump model shown in Figure I 5a. Figure
19 shows the synthetic tsunamis computed for the wide fatJlt
model with 5.5 m slip on the fau lt. The arrival times of the
synthetic tsunam is are d iffererit from those of the observed
tsunamis by 2- 5 min , and the average amplitude is - 71 % of the
observed. Cons idering all the uncertainties in the tide-gauge

We now compare the slump model with the single force model
of Eissler and Kanamori [1987). · However, since th e singleforce mode l was obtained from seismic rad iation, it cannot be
directly compared · with the present result. We make on ly a
q ualitati ve comparison in the following.
The single force is a kinematic representation of southeastward
slumping of a large block on the south flank of Ki lauea. The
northern half o f th is block is onshore and the southern half is
offshore LEissler and Kanamori. 1987, Figure 12). Seaward
sliding of the offs~ ore part of this wedge-like structure would
uplift the seatloor over a large area. The pattern of uplift is
consistent with that determined from tsunami data. Since the
magnitude of the sing le force depends on the total mass of the
sliding block wh ile tsunami excitation depends only on the area
and the amount of uplift, no d irect comparison can be made
between the magnitude of the sing le force and tsunami excitation.
The overall magnitude of the slump can be given by the
product MD using a centroid single force (CSF) model
[Kawakatsu, 1989] , where M and D are the total mass of the
slump and slid ing d istance. If we assume a time function of the
fo rce to be a simple si nuso id with half-period T ,
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Eissler and Kanamori [1987), estimated D to be 37-370 m.
Since the observed subaerial horizontal displacement ·increased
from 1 m near the summit of Kilauea to 8 m at the coast (Figure
3). the above value of D suggests that the displacement continued
to increase offshore as the slide block deteriorated into a massive
sediment slump. The amount of vertical displacement caused by
this horizontal displacement depends on the details of the slide
geometry. If the slide is a simple wedge with a triangi.ilar shape
with a slope a, the vertical displacement I-I is given by Dtaha.
Eissler and Kanamori's [1987) gravity slide model suggests a=
5°. This slope, however. results in H = 3 to 227 m, which is too
large compared with the uplift estimated from tsunami data. If
the average slope of the offshore slump decreases, H can be
reduced accordingly, Although large uncertainties are involved
in the determination of Jo and i: and the total volume and
geometry or the slide mass are not known well, the above
comparison appears to indicate that the magnitude of the single
force is too large to be consistent with the observed tsunami.
Kawakatsu [1989) concluded that neither a double-couple rior
single force model can explain the data satisfactorily and
suggested a combination of them.
If part of the seismic
radiation is due to faulting, then the magnitude of the single-force
can be reduced and the resulting uplift can be made consistent
with that estimated from tsunami data. This is consistent with
the argument of Wyss and Ko vach [1988) in which the 1975
Kalapana earthquake is viewed as a faulting onshore with
secondary normal faulting and slumping in the coastal and
offshore areas.

-..... . . . Subsidence
...........

.....

Figure 17. Schematic showing a rotational slumping that causes
subsidence and uplift
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8. Conclusion

= 2/o ,2

(7)

The syntheiic tsunam is computed for Ando's [1979)
di slocation model are too early in arrival times and too small in
amplitudes. We considered the effects of the Hilina fault system,
in addition to the main fault, but the contribution of the Hilina
fault system to tsunami excitation is insignificant. We tested a
model that consists of faulting on a horizontal plane at a depth of
I 0 km, a Hilina fault model.and a simple slump (gravity faulting)
model. We fouri.d that a propagatinlS slump model with I m

7'

where p and V are the density and total volume of the slump and
is the dummy parameter. Eissler and Kanamori [ 19871
estimated Jo to be - 1x1015 N from long-period surface waves.
Then they estimated D to be 80-2600 m for ranges of M and i:
from 1015 to 1016 kg and 50 to 90 s, respectively. Ka wakatsu
[1989) applied an inversion method. and using more data than
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subsidence along the coast and I m uplift offshore can explain the
arrival times and amplitudes of the tsunami s very well. An
alternative model is a wider fault mode l that dips I0°NW, with its
fau lt p lane extend ing 25 k m offshore well bey ond the aftersh ock
area of the Kalapana earthquake. These two mode ls produce a
similar u p lift pattern offsho re
and a re
kinematica lly
indisting uishable as far as tsunami excitation is concerned. T h e
total volume or displaced water is estimated to be - 2.5 km3.
The slumping area used in the calculation is clos.c to t he size of
2800 km2 offshon: bench in the bathymetry [Chadwick et al ..
1993}.
From t he comparison of tsunam i excitation and the s ingleforce m odel su ggested earlier from se ismological data we
conclude that a combinatio n of a faultin g and a large-scale
slu mping on the south flank of Ki lauea volcano is the m ost
appropriate mode l for the 1975 Kalapana earthquake. The
fau lting and slumping are indicative of slope instability o f the
south flank of K ilauea in res ponse to magmatic or g rav itationa l
force s prevailing in the south tlank. This mode l is similar to that
envisaged by Wyss and Kovach (1988].
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